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Dr. Ibrokhim Abdurakhmonov presented his work on Ribo-Nucleic-Acid interference (RNAi) technology 
for the spectacular simultaneous improvement of fiber quality, early flowering, early maturity and high 
yields. Cotton plants exposed to a specific ratio of red light and far-red light were found to produce 
longer roots and longer fibre, thereby prompting the need to examine the cotton photoreceptor called 
phytochrome A1 (PHYA1). Studies showed that cotton PHYA gene was linked genetically with 
photoperiodic flowering. When RNA interference (RNAi) was deployed to suppress the PHYA1 gene, 
the phenotypic effects resulted in suppression of the photoreceptor, which in turn resulted in cell 
elongation in roots and the fibers. The fibre quality associated PHYA1 gene fragment was used to 
create a specific RNAi construct to transform the regenerable Coker-312 variety. Somatically 
regenerated PHYA1-RNAi cotton plants showed a suppression of up to ~70% PHYA1 transcripts, 
associated with a compensatory ~20-fold overexpression of other phytochromes. A total number of 
142 genes were differentially expressed in the 10-DPA (days post anthesis) fiber of the RNAi line. 
Square tissue transcriptome revealed that out of 190 total differentially expressed genes, 118 were 
up-regulated and 72 were down-regulated. Phytochrome A and Gigantea genes were most affected 
and key epigenomic alterations were observed under the background of PHYA1-RNAi thereby 
highlighting the advantage of the phytochrome-RNAi based regulatory plant development, over the 
existing methods or the emerging new generation genome editing tools such as CRISPR/CAS9. In 
2015, The RNAi based newly developed Porloq varieties were cultivated in 60,000 hectare across 
Uzbekistan. The PHYA1-RNAi varieties Porloq-2, Porloq-3 and Porloq-4 exhibited vigorous root, 
early-flowering with significantly superior fiber traits. The new varieties showed 5-15 days early 
maturity, 30% increase in seed mass, 20% increase in raw seed cotton yield, 30% increase in lint, 
superior quality fiber (type 1-2 fiber), longer root system, increased photosynthesis, better adaptation 
to environmental stress and better seed-oil quality. The eleventh generation RNAi cultivars were 
grown in 2017. The technology was patented, transferred and validated in the US and is being 
currently considered by several commercial companies for acquisition and commercialization.   
 
Dr. David Stelly described the fundamentals of genomics, the current challenges and the strategies 
being deployed for genetic enhancement. ‘Epigenetics’ is a heritable alteration wherein patterns of gene 
expression are regulated due to alterations in DNA accessibility and chromatin structure because of 
DNA methylation and histone modification. Studies showed that allotetraploid cotton was formed 
approximately 1– 1.5 million years ago by interspecific hybridization between the A and D genomes of 
two different diploid species. Divergence of A-genome and D-genome species from a common ancestor 
is estimated to have occurred about 5-10 million years ago. Dr Stelly described the concept of 
molecular clock to interpret the extent of genetic differences in germplasm lines with reference to the 
evolutionary distance between them based on mutation rates in DNA over the evolutionary period. 
Gene sequences are not entirely stable, and mutations will occur (changes, gains, losses of bases) and 
can accumulate in a gene’s lineage. In general, mutations accrue in a time-related manner and alleles 
separated for longer periods of time tend to be more different. Thus the time-period of evolutionary 
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separation can be estimated from sequence information. Germplasm resources provide us with 
stockpiles of accumulated mutations.  Cotton lacks genetic diversity because of high paleoploidy, 
monophyletic origin of the AD genome, genetic restriction through breeding, speciation and 
domestication. Low diversity leads to low genetic gains, instability and genetic vulnerability to biotic and 
abiotic stresses. Therefore, increasing genetic diversity that would be available for breeding and the 
creation of tools and knowledge for effective germplasm usage would be the two major objectives for 
crop improvement. The main challenges for 21st Century Cottons are the need to enhance profitability, 
fIber quality, combat biotic and abiotic challenges, minimizing chemical pollution, conserving natural 
resources, reducing labor drudgery and working for future markets. Dr Stelly informed that in a major 
scientific advancement, Chromosome Substitution (CS) lines were created by cytogenetic methods 
from G. barbadense (CS-B). Given the overall estimated number of genes (30-60,000), each 
chromosome could possess about 500-4000 genes. Using molecular markers for genotyping has 
emerged as a core area in plant breeding. The main technologies to genotype cotton are SSRs (simple 
sequence repeats) and SNPs (single nucleotide polymorphisms). In 2015, the Cotton SNP63K chip 
containing around 45,000 intra-specific SNPs and about 1000 inter-specific SNPs was developed 
enabling high quality, high-density SNP genotyping of upland cottons that are pure G. hirsutum 
(intraspecific) or contain germplasm from other tetraploid species (interspecific). In the discussions that 
followed, Dr Stelly clarified that the best way to combat misinformation on GM technologies would be to 
communicate the science logically. 
 
 
 


